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ABSTRACT
In previous works [2, 4] we have introduced a formal risk assess-
ment method and we have shown its mathematical properties. The
method allows to model a system as a structured set of vulnerabil-
ities, each one potentially depending on the others: the goal of the
method is to consider the influence of the dependencies and, thus,
to provide a global risk assessment. A crucial point is the use of
order-based metrics to measure the exploitability of a threat: order-
based metrics reduce the subjective aspects in the risk evaluation
process. This work extends the previous ones by showing how to
combine the risk evaluations performed by different experts whose
degree of expertise may vary.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.3 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Opera-
tions; C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Reliability, availability, and
serviceability; D.2.8 [Software Engineering]: Metrics

General Terms
Security, Measurement

Keywords
Risk assessment, Algebraic metrics, Composition of metrics

1. INTRODUCTION
Security is a process, characterised by phases that have to be im-

plemented in a proper order: an important phase is the risk assess-
ment that allows to measure the success of the whole process. In
fact, it allows to evaluate on a quantitative basis the security posture
of a system and the effectiveness of countermeasures.

Following Howard and Le Blanc [13] who said “You cannot
build a secure system until you understand your threats”, to im-
prove the security of a system, a preliminary investigation of its
vulnerabilities is performed, the related threats are identified and
then, the associated risks are evaluated. In this respect, it helps to
understand what level of risk is acceptable [14] and to find a trade-
off among risks.
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The difficulty to evaluate the risks in a real system lies in the
fact that most methods are based on the so-called exploitability val-
ues [13]: an exploitability value is a quantitative measure of the
easiness to use a vulnerability to damage the system in some way.
Usually, exploitability values are assigned by experts in a subjec-
tive way: an expert uses his in-depth knowledge of a system secu-
rity problem to evaluate the connected risks on a personal metric,
derived mainly from his experience. Thus, the process is exposed to
criticisms since it is ultimately based on personal yet authoritative
judgements [17].

Hence, to mitigate personal influences, when it is necessary to
evaluate the risk of a complex system, many experts are called to
analyse it from their points of view. Each expert adopts a personal
metric and he applies a different knowledge depending on his own
experience. Therefore, the distrust of the scientific community to-
wards the validity of risk assessment could be traced back to two
main problems:

1. The difficulty to objectively compare the risk analyses pro-
duced by different security experts;

2. The difficulty to combine the risk analyses produced by ex-
perts with different levels of knowledge.

In order to cope with these problems, we have formalised and
extended the risk assessment method introduced in [2, 4]. In this
paper, we show how to combine the results of the application of
the method as obtained by different experts, each one adopting his
own metric. Specifically, we show that it is possible the define a
common metric that extends the personal metric of each expert in
such a way that (1) either the common metric privileges no expert,
or (2) it includes the metrics of all experts privileging the most
trustable ones. In this way, the results from many experts can be
combined in a single, common framework that respects the trust we
have in each expert. As a consequence, one can compare the results
from different experts since their outcomes can be interpreted in a
common framework.

Therefore, the extension of the method in [2,4] is justified since it
is based on an evaluation of the exploitability of the vulnerabilities
in a system and on their dependencies; the method is mathemati-
cally formalised, hence it is possible to prove the properties of our
combinations of metrics.

2. THE RISK ASSESSMENT METHOD
The goal of risk assessment is to determine the likelihood that

the identifiable threats of a system will harm, weighting their oc-
currence with the damage they may cause. Thus, a risk assessment
method is a procedure to define the risk of the occurrence of one
or more threats; the risk evaluation, as inferred by the procedure, is



justified by the method, whose aim is to explain the provided eval-
uation. As already said in the Introduction, we adopt and extend
the risk assessment method introduced in [2]; here, we illustrate
the method, briefly discussing its foundations.

The starting point is to consider a distributed system as a compo-
sition of black-box elements communicating by means of directed
links, where a link (c1, c2) means that c1 may directly send input
to c2. Hence, the architecture of the system is modelled by the di-
rected graph A = 〈C, L〉 where C is the set of components and L
is the set of links.

Moreover, each element x ∈ C ∪L is assumed to be vulnerable:
a vulnerability is a flaw or weakness in the design, implementation
or management of a system or component that could be used to
violate the security policy, see [22].

Therefore, the vulnerabilities are organised in a structure show-
ing how they can be used to perform an attack. The adopted for-
malism is the one of attack trees [9, 19], a well-known method to
describe the attacks as goals to threaten a system: the attacks are
represented in a tree structure, with the main goal as the root node
and the different ways of achieving it as children. In turn, each
internal node in the tree represents an intermediate goal to attain
the root goal. There are and nodes and or nodes, each one rep-
resenting an immediate sub-goal of the father node: or nodes are
alternative ways to achieve the father goal; and nodes represent the
steps toward the achievement of the father goal; the leaves of the
tree represent the system vulnerabilities.

Although the attack tree is a satisfactory model of an attack plan
and, thus, it can be thought as the description of the security status
of a system with respect to an attack vector, it does not contain the
whole wealth of information that can be used to evaluate the risk as-
sociated to its root goal. In fact, the vulnerabilities may depend one
on another, but this information is partially lost in the attack tree
representation: only the structural dependencies are made explicit,
i.e., when the attack requires the exploitation of one or more sets of
vulnerabilities, while indirect dependencies, i.e., when a vulnera-
bility might ease an attack, even if the attack is possible without its
exploitation, are neglected. Therefore, our method also considers
indirect dependencies among vulnerabilities and it adopts an ana-
lytical approach to combine the risk assessment of the single vul-
nerabilities with the attack trees where they appears in, considering
also their mutual dependencies.

2.1 Measuring the Risk
In general, the risk is measured by a function r of two variables:

the damage potential of the hazard and its level of exploitability.
The damage potential measures the loss an attack may cause, e.g,
the loss of money, and the level of exploitability is a measure of
the difficulty to make an attack, as defined in the STRIDE/DREAD
theory [13].

The method evaluates the risk of a threat following the subse-
quent steps:

1. The threat to the system under examination is modelled us-
ing an attack tree and to each vulnerability v is associated an
index E0(v), called its initial exploitability, which measures
how probable is that v will be exploited to perform a success-
ful attack, supposing to have the total control of the link or
the component in the given architecture.

2. The dependencies among identified vulnerabilities are intro-
duced: a vulnerability v depends on a vulnerability w if and
only if when w is already exploited, then v becomes eas-
ier to exploit. As already said, we do not limit the analy-
sis to structural dependencies, thus contextual, architectural

and topological information is also considered. The depen-
dencies among vulnerabilities are depicted in the dependency
graph D = 〈V, D〉, whose nodes are the vulnerabilities and
the edge (w, v) is in D if and only if it is easier to compro-
mise an element suffering the v vulnerability when one has
already compromised an element affected by the w vulnera-
bility. Moreover, an exploitability value weights each depen-
dency (u, v) using the same metric as E0; the meaning of
this value is to measure how easy is to use the identified de-
pendency to violate the target vulnerability v, assuming that
the source vulnerability u has been exploited. This value is
called conditional exploitability and is denoted as E(v|u).

3. The exploitability of each vulnerability v is calculated by
means of its initial value E0(v) and its dependencies. The
algorithm is described in the following.

4. The risk associated to the threat under examination is com-
puted by recursively aggregating the exploitabilities along
the attack tree: the exploitability of an or sub-tree is the
easiest (maximal) value of its children, and the exploitability
of an and sub-tree is the most difficult (minimal) value of its
children. The aggregated exploitability measures the level
of feasibility of the attack and is combined with the damage
potential to assess the risk of the threat.

The metric employed in the evaluation of exploitabilities and
their dependencies is the set of possible values for E0(v). We re-
quire this set to be a lattice, i.e., a partial order with unique lower
and upper bounds: this choice reflects the difficulty to compare an
arbitrary pair of vulnerabilities in order to decide their relative dif-
ficulty; usually, similar vulnerabilities are easily compared, while
different vulnerabilities may be compared only to some extent, e.g.,
saying that both are easier or more difficult to exploit than a third
one. Formally,

Definition 1. A lattice is a partial order 〈O,≤〉 such that every
pair of elements x, y ∈ O has a least upper bound denoted as x∨ y
and a greatest lower bound denoted as x∧ y. A lattice is finite ifO
is a finite set. A lattice is bounded if there are two distinct elements
0 and 1 such that 0 is minimal in the lattice, i.e., every element is
greater than 0, and 1 is maximal, i.e., every element is less than 1.
A lattice is complete if any subset A ⊆ O has a least upper bound
denoted as

W
A and a greatest lower bound denoted as

V
A.

Evidently, it is safe to assume that the metric contains a finite
number of elements, since the system vulnerabilities are always fi-
nite, and it is safe to assume that the metric is bounded since every
actual vulnerability is easier to exploit than the ideal perfectly se-
cure component, while each vulnerability is harder to violate than
the ideal perfectly insecure component. Hence, in mathematical
terms, we assume that a metric is a finite and bounded lattice. It
holds that every metric is a complete lattice:

LEMMA 1. Every finite and bounded lattice is complete.

PROOF. By induction on the cardinality of subsets: a subset
composed by one element e has e as its greatest lower bound and as
its least upper bound; a subset A∪{e} has as greatest lower bound
e ∧

V
A and as least upper bound e ∨

W
A.

Hence, it is possible to define the algorithm to capture the influ-
ence of dependencies: the exploitability value is updated according
to the rule

Ei+1(v) =
_

({Ei(v)}∪{E(v|w)∧Ei(w) : (w, v) ∈ D}) (1)



whose rationale is to update a value when it is convenient to use the
depencency instead of the direct attack pattern.

In [4] it has been proved that the so-calculated exploitability val-
ues converge in finite and bounded time and that the result depends
only on the ordering structure of the metric.

3. DERIVING A BALANCED METRIC
LetOa andOb be two metrics; without loss of generality we can

assume that Oa ∩ Ob = ∅. Moreover, let Oa be compatible with
Ob, that is, there is a function f : Oa → Ob such that, for every1

x, y ∈ Oa with x ≤a y, f(x) ≤b f(y).
We want to construct a metric Oc, i.e. a finite bounded lattice,

such that

1. Oa and Ob are contained in Oc;

2. the update algorithm (formula (1)) operating in the Oc met-
ric, when its initial values are all in Oa (Ob, respectively),
yields the same results as if operating in Oa (Ob, respec-
tively);

3. x ∨c y and x ∧c y are in Oa (Ob respectively) if and only if
x, y ∈ Oa (Ob, respectively).

Henceforth, the metricOc extends bothOa andOb, preserving the
risk evaluations and combining values from different metrics does
not yield a result in those metrics, thus preventing one metric to
prevail on the other.

Definition 2. Let O be a complete lattice, a function C from
℘(O), the powerset2 of O, to itself is called a closure operator if,
for A, B ⊆ O it satisfies (1) A ⊆ C(A), (2) C(C(A)) = C(A)
and (3) if A ⊆ B then C(A) ⊆ C(B).

LEMMA 2. The functions Ca and Cb defined as Ca(A) = {x ∈
Oa : x ≤a

W
a A} and Cb(B) = {x ∈ Ob : x ≤b

W
b B} are clo-

sure operators.

PROOF. Conditions (1) and (3) are evident; a simple calculation
yields condition (2).

Let S = {sx : x ∈ Oa} and let us assume without loss of
generality that Oa ∩ S = ∅ and Ob ∩ S = ∅; moreover, let
K = Oa ∪Ob ∪S. We define C as the function C(A∪B ∪T ) =
Ca(A)∪Cb(B)∪T∪{sx ∈ S : x ∈ Ca(A) and ∃y ∈ Cb(B).y ≤b

f(x)}, where A ⊆ Oa, B ⊆ Ob and T ⊆ S. It is immediate to
show that:

LEMMA 3. The function C is a closure operator.

THEOREM 1. Oc = 〈{U ⊆ K : U = C(U)},⊆〉 is a finite,
bounded and complete lattice.

PROOF. The proof that the structure is a complete lattice is stan-
dard, see [7]; since K is finite, its powerset is finite, thus the struc-
ture is finite too; finally, by construction, ∅ = C(∅) is contained in
every subset, so it acts as the 0 of the structure, and K = C(K)
contains every subsets thus it acts as the 1 of the structure, thus the
lattice is bounded.

Therefore,Oc is a finite bounded lattice ordered by subset inclu-
sion, that is, a metric. Moreover, Oa and Ob are embedded into
Oc: in fact, the image of the function ia : Oa → Oc defined as
1We use subscripts to indicate the metric, e.g.,≤a denotes the less-
than relation in Oa.
2The powerset of a set is the set of its subsets.

ia(x) = {y ∈ Oa : y ≤a x} is a sublattice of Oc and it is isomor-
phic to Oa being ia injective; similarly ib : Ob → Oc defined as
ib(x) = {y ∈ Ob : y ≤b x} is injective, thus Ob can be embed-
ded into Oc. Hence, Oc contains both Oa and Ob and the images
under the injections ia and ib are sublattices, i.e., they are closed
under least upper bounds and greatest lower bounds. Finally, the
risk assessment procedure behaves as expected and required since
its operations are just

W
and

V
and thus their results are in the

image of Oa (Ob respectively) when their arguments are.
Moreover, each element A in Oc is a set and it has a least upper

bound3 that uniquely identifies A.

4. DERIVING A COMMON PRIVILEGING
METRIC

As before, let Oa and Ob be two metrics; without loss of gen-
erality we can assume that Oa ∩ Ob = ∅; moreover, let Oa be
compatible with Ob via the function f from Oa to Ob.

Following the schema illustrated in the previous section, we want
to construct two metrics, Oa

c and Ob
c privileging Oa and Ob, re-

spectively, such that

1. Oa is contained inOb
c as a sublattice, andOb is contained in

Ob
c as a suborder4;

2. Ob is contained in Oa
c as a sublattice and Oa is contained in

Oa
c as a suborder;

3. the update algorithm (formula (1)) operating in the Oa
c met-

ric, when its initial values are in Ob, yields the same result
as in Ob; in the same situation, the update algorithm whose
initial values are in Oa, yields a result which is, as most, the
result as if operating in Oa;

4. the update algorithm (formula (1)) operating in the Ob
c met-

ric, when its initial values are in Oa, yields the same result
as in Oa; in the same situation, the update algorithm whose
initial values are in Ob, yields a result which is, as most, the
result as if operating in Ob;

5. inOb
c it holds that x ∈ Oa is less than f(x), thus privileging

the values in Ob;

6. oppositely, in Oa
c it holds that x ∈ Oa is greater than f(x),

thus privileging the values in Oa.

Let H = Oa ∪Ob: we define Ca(A ∪B) = Cb(B) ∪Ca(A ∪
{x ∈ Oa : f(x) ∈ Cb(B)}) and Cb(A ∪B) = Ca(A) ∪ Cb(B ∪
{f(x) : x ∈ Ca(A)}) where A ⊆ Oa and B ⊆ Ob. It is almost
immediate to prove that Ca and Cb are closure operators.

Therefore, Oa
c = 〈{U ⊆ H : U = Ca(U)},⊆〉 and Ob

c =
〈{U ⊆ H : U = Cb(U)},⊆〉 are metrics, following the guidelines
of Theorem 1.

As in the previous section, it is immediate to show that Oa can
be embedded into Ob

c , and that Oa
c contains a copy of Ob. Be-

ing these copies sub-lattices of the combined metric, the update
algorithm operates on the copy as on the original metric. Also,
by construction, the values in the combined lattices are ordered as
requested.

Moreover, as before, each element U in the combined metrics is
uniquely identified by the least upper bound of U .
3In more algebraic terms, the elements of Oc are ideals thus they
are closed under the

W
and the

V
operations.

4RequiringOb to be a sublattice would imply that 0b equals 0b
c thus

making 0a and 0b equivalent.



5. AN ILLUSTRATING EXAMPLE
This section tries to clarify our findings by means of an abstract

example that evidences the core of our results without the complex-
ities of a real case study.

The scenario is as follows: we have two security experts, Alice
and Bob, working together to evaluate the risk of a network attack
to a complex system. They developed a suitable attack tree (not
shown) and they agree both on the set of vulnerabilities affecting
the system and on the way they depend one on each other. Hence,
our experts produce the system dependency graph, whose nodes are
the identified vulnerabilities and whose arcs are the dependencies.

In practice, the depicted scenario is common: the possible ways
to conduct an attack, the identification of the vulnerabilities and,
finally, the dependencies among the identified vulnerabilities are
subjects on which experts can easily integrate their knowledge, thus
producing a common, agreed picture of the status of a system.
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Figure 1: The metrics a and b

Differently, when the experts are asked to quantify the risks con-
nected to the identified vulnerabilities, their evaluations may di-
verge because of the application of different metrics. In our exam-
ple, Alice adopts the metric a while Bob uses the metric b; both of
them are represented in Fig. 1. The drawing shows the minima (0a

and 0b) at the bottom, the maxima (10a and 10b) at the top, and a
value x is less than y if x is below y and connected to. The supre-
mum of two elements x and y is the minimal point above x and y,
connected to both of them, and, dually, the infimum of x and y is
the closest connected point below them.
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Figure 2: The initial evaluation of Alice

In the scenario, Alice develops an initial evaluation of the ex-
ploitability values, synthesised in Fig. 2; Bob does the same, as
illustrated in Fig. 3. These evaluations are the result of the appli-
cation of the experts’ experience and judgement, thus, at least to
some extent, the values are subjective.
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Figure 3: The initial evaluation of Bob

Applying our method, Alice and Bob can calculate their final
risk assessments, considering also the role of dependencies: after a
few iterations of the application of (1), Alice derives the following
risk vector

V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7 V8

1a 10a 10a 6a 10a 4a 2a 2a

while Bob obtains as his final result

V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7 V8

1b 10b 10b 5b 10b 2b 3b 3b

It is evident that the derived evaluations are different, so we ex-
pect the measured risk to differ.
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Figure 4: The function from the metric b to a

In order to compare their results, one tries to build an order-
preserving mapping from one metric to the other. For example,
the metric b used by Bob can be mapped in the metric a of Alice
via the function f shown in Fig. 4: it is immediate to check that, if
x ≤ y in the metric b, then f(x) ≤ f(y) in the metric a.

Following the construction in Section 3, one obtains a common
balanced metric shown in Fig. 5 where the solid lines reveal the
original metrics a and b, and the dashed lines show the newly in-
troduced relations.

Hence, it is possible to combine the results of Alice and Bob by
assigning to each vulnerability a value which is the greatest upper
bound of the values calculated by our experts. The resulting com-
mon evaluation is:

V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7 V8

s1 s10 s10 s5 s10 s2 s3 s3

Finally, the privileging metrics are shown in Fig. 6: their pictorial
representation can be misleading since the nodes should be thought
as sets, but it conveys the intuition behind their construction. We
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Figure 5: The balanced combination of a and b
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Figure 6: The metrics privileging a (left) and b (right)

leave to the reader to see how the evaluations of Alice and Bob get
interpreted in these metrics.

6. RELATED WORKS
Even though the application of risk evaluation methods has been

widely discussed and analysed, see, e.g., [1, 6, 14], among infor-
mation security experts there appears to be no agreement regarding
the most appropriate method to assess the probability of computer
incidents [20]. In literature there are many attempts to face the risk
assessment problem; some of them define systematic approaches
while others provide more ad-hoc methods to evaluate the likeli-
hood of (a class of) violations. In particular, we have found of
interest Baskerville’s description [3] of the evolution of various ad-
hoc methods that sometimes could be combined to improve the ac-
curacy of the security evaluation.

On the side of systematic approaches, [10] present a system se-
curity engineering methodology to discover system vulnerabilities,
and to determine what countermeasures are best suited to deal with
them: the paradigm of this work is analysing information systems
through an adversary’s eyes. Differently, [18] provides a proba-
bilistic quantitative model that measures security risk where it is
possible to calculate risk starting from semi-numerical values.

With respect to the previous works, our approach, starting from
its initial definition in [2], has been based on the structured evalua-
tion of the vulnerabilities along with their mutual dependencies. In
this respect, the results in [10] are similar to ours, although they do
not propose a formal method based on mathematical arguments.

Moreover, there are formalised approaches, employing a graph-
based representation of systems and their vulnerabilities, that pro-
vide methods whose properties are, at least partially, mathemati-
cally analysed. Among those approaches, of prominent interest are
those based on attack graphs [16, 21], where state-transition dia-
grams are used to model complex attack patterns. In particular, [16]
proposes the use of attack graphs to automate the step of hardening
a network against a multi-step intrusions. The proposed security

solution is expressed as an adjustable network configuration rather
than a set of countermeasures to possible exploits.

Specifically, [15] divides a system into sub-domains and each
sub-domain could be characterised by vulnerabilities. Applying
probability theory and graph transformations [15] evaluates the pos-
sibility that a insecurity flow exploits some vulnerability to pene-
trate into the system. The extreme consequence of this family of ap-
proaches is to use model-checking techniques to simulate attacks,
like in [21].

In this respect, our approach is simpler both in the method and
in its formalisation. Despite its simplicity, our results are stronger
on the mathematical side and some experimentations make evident
the practical value of the method in real-world situations. In fact,
we use the attack tree model [9, 19] to evaluate the security threats
combining them with the dependency graph, a formalisation of a
piece of experts’ knowledge. This combination is the subject of our
mathematical analysis, and being a richer structure than the simple
attack trees, we can derive stronger properties for our method.

On a rather different comparison line, the software component
paradigm in software engineering has received a great deal of inter-
est from both industries and academia since it allows the reusability
of components and a natural approach to distributed programming.
A software component is independently developed and delivered as
an autonomous unit that can be combined to become part of a lager
application. Despite its evident benefits, the component interde-
pendence is often ignored or overlooked [5], leading to incorrect or
imprecise models. To avoid this problem, complete models should
be specified taking into account system interconnections. In agree-
ment with this point of view [5,8,10,18,20] present models for as-
sessing security risks taking into account interdependence between
components.

Particularly, [5] uses techniques for automating and enhancing
risk assessment studies of technological processes using qualitative
models. A set of fundamental parameters and primitive functions
are defined for the domain from which the system behaviour is de-
rived, detecting a number of interesting interdependencies among
components.

Similarly, [8] defines a model based on security policy and in-
dividual risks. The model gives the possibility to evaluate if the
risk associated to each transaction is acceptable taking into account
context information.

With respect to this family of risk assessment methods, whose
goal is to evaluate the likelihood of a failure in the design of a
complex software system, our method appears to be ad-hoc. In fact,
it has been conceived to analyse the security of a computer network,
and, although it can be used in the analysis of information system
designs, when compared with methods in this area, its origin is
quite evident.

As a matter of fact, independently from their application areas,
the risk assessment methods have a core weakness: the use of sub-
jective metrics. In fact, in the scientific community the main crit-
icism to these methods is about the fact that values assigned on
the basis of a personal knowledge and experience are regarded as
random values, making the total risk evaluation process to be con-
sidered as a guess. It is a fact that the evaluation metric behind
exploitability deeply influences the risk evaluation. But, at least in
our treatment, what matters is the structure of the metric.

Our treatment of metrics follows the work of N. Fenton, in par-
ticular [11]. In agreement with him, we consider measurement as
the process by which numbers or symbols are assigned to attributes
of entities, in our case to the exploitability of a vulnerability. There-
fore, even though there is no widely recognised way to assess risks
and to evaluate the induced damages, there are various approaches



by which the risk evaluation becomes more systematic.
In particular, Sharp et al. [20] develop a scheme for probabilis-

tic evaluation of the impact of the security threats and propose a
risk management system with the goal of assessing the expected
damages due to attacks in terms of their economical costs. Also,
Z. Dwaikat et al. [8] define security requirements for transactions
and provide mechanisms to measure likelihood of violation of these
requirements.

Looking towards risk assessment as a decision support tool, Fen-
ton [12] propose the use of Bayesian networks as a way to deal with
uncertain criteria.

Differently, our approach towards objective risk assessment is
based on the abstraction over values. Hence, objectivity is gained
by considering values in the metric not as absolute measures of
risks, but, instead, as relative evaluations of risks. Therefore, as [5,
10, 12, 18], the information computed by our model can be used as
a decision support.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have addressed the problem of combining the

metrics from different experts who have analysed a system to as-
sess the possible risks. The combination should be transparent to
the various experts, not influencing their analyses and it should be
sound, not distorting the meaning of the experts’ results: employ-
ing a formal risk assessment method and using its mathematical
formulation, we have shown how to derive combinations of met-
rics with the requested properties, both in the case when an expert
is more reliable than the others, and in the case there is no reason
to prefer an expert over the others. By a clever usage of the pre-
sented techniques, any order of trust/preference among the experts
leads to a suitable common metric where the outcomes of experts’
evaluations can be compared and combined in a sound way.

Therefore, the composition of knowledge from different experts
becomes significant and our contribution has been to provide the
conceptual instruments to perform mathematically sound combina-
tions in a systematic way.
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